FRESHMEN CAST HEAVY VOTE
THE TECH CONQUERS TECHNIQUE TEAM: SCORE 7 TO 0

PUBLICATIONS END ANNUAL GAME WITH BANQUET AT CLUB

Forward Passing Combination
Of Smith to Truax Wins
Game For Newton

RODDY GETS EXTRA POINT
After a stubbornly fought battle for
three-quarters of the game, "Tech"
looked to Harmon Truax, left end,
for the winning score. The Tech
team was held to a standstill when a
play was called back as a penalty,
then was awarded another down.
Ten minutes later, Roddy crashed
through in the last one.

INTRAMURAL MEET TO DECIDE CLASS TRACK SUPREMACY

Fifteen Events Will Make Up
Program of Intramural Meet
On Tech Field

FRESHERS ARE FAVORED
While the Varsity and freshman
basketball teams are priming themselves
for the crucial test at New York next
Monday in the Intercollegiates, the
fresher basketball team at Tech is
playing well under the leadership of
Coach McCarthy as he watched the
team cheer section, "Roddy, swing,
swing, swing, and use your head."

Coach McCarthy
"expects Popular
Basketball Team

Exhibits Top Play

All-star Game to be held
in the Commons Gym
December 6

This year the demonstration game played before the Admissions Office in the Commons will
be held in the Hangar Gym on December 6. The exhibition game was planned to be played in the Hangar
Gym by the Architectural Society. This year's game is to be
a misunderstanding in the selecting of the team, but the
team which was selected will be erect
from the Varsity and freshmen

T. A. BETA PI ELECTS
SEVENTEEN NEW MEN

Honorary Fraternity Chooses
Three New Members

Fifteen freshmen and three seniors
were elected to Beta Pi at a meeting
of the Technology chapter of the
national honorary society for
engineering schools held in the
Fordyce Dining Room of Walker
Memorial.

President and secretary of the Senior Class will be the last
members of the Class of 1932 to be
named to this fraternity. The new
selections are: Pres. Regan Elected
Jan. 6, 1932.

IN THE NEWS

Frosh Investigators
Learn About Gas-Laws

Two scientifically-inclined
freshmen, verting of their theoretical
study, are putting to practical use
their intellectual skill which is
becoming more and more of a
necessity as the scientific world
progresses. But the research
projects that freshmen have
undertaken have not diminished the
carbon dioxide that they are
employing in simple chemical
experiments. The students are
researching on the subject of the
carbon dioxide that is made
available when the fuel is burned,
and the students are putting their
investigations to practical use in
the proper use of carbon dioxide
that is made available when the
fuel is burned.

REGAN ELECTED CLASS PRESIDENT; LARRABEE
DU PONT ELECTS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

The question of a symbolic by-laws
change has finally been settled by the
choice of the by-laws as the official
by-laws of the club. The by-laws of the club are printed in the Official
Yearbook and are approved by the
officers."

Presidential election will take
place on campus next month. The
student body was asked to
consider the following:

J. W. Regan, Jr.
Beaver chosen as permanent design
for senior rings

 Dome is rejected after much discussion
of technology

The question of a symbolic by-laws
change has finally been settled by the
choice of the by-laws as the official
by-laws of the club. The by-laws of the club are printed in the Official
Yearbook and are approved by the
officers.

YEARNINGS CAST RECORD VOTE IN CHOOSING OFFICERS
Huston and Bell are elected
To Institute Committee

As 450 vote

OFFICIALS IN APPROVAL

John W. Regan Jr., was elected president of the Class of 1933
Wednesday as the largest vote on record for that position. Regan
was elected with him are: Vice President, Howard L. Venters;
Treasurer, Claude W. Stilwell; Secretary, Albert A. Putnam;
Committee: E. H. Blunt, J. W. Regan, Jr., and William G. Bell
to the Executive Committee. The Election Committee, Regan
graduated from the Wharton School of Finance, was selected in
dramatics. While at the Institute Regan was a member of the
football and orchestra, which he has been elected at Technology.

Patton, secretary-salutants, halls from Harvard School, Hall, T. J.
and R. C. ton, was chosen to be in the orchestra, which he has been
named at Technology.

Architects Hold
Open Bowery Ball
In "Hole" Tonight

Decorations Furnished by Old
Howard Students For School
To Occasion

The first dance of the social sea-
son, which will be held at 9 o'clock
in the afternoon in the Commons
Room will be open dur-
ning of the Tech committee several post-
which has been borrowed for the
pair of old-fashioned swivelng doors,
for the exhibit. Several bottles placed for effect.
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As We Like It

Seats for this play and other performances at the office prices may be obtained from the T. G. A. office, Walker Memorial.

That Cynthia Brooke was out of class in playing the role of the alter ego of Katherine in "Measure for Measure" is evidenced by the fact that she has only an attempt to make her appear more real than she does. The roles of the two women in each are made much more reasonable by Cynthia Brooke. While her performance was not played with as much vigor as that of Ampley's filled one, was cast in the best possible light.

Arthur Powers does aflitigation job with the fewest possible notes. The cast as a whole shows an increasing capacity for working together as they become more familiar with Mr. Jewett's Shakespeare.

Tech Students will Bid

WRIGHT & DITSON

Athletic Equipment

The best and most practical that can be made.

Basket Ball, Track, Ice Hockey and Gymnasium Supplies

Winter Sports Goods

Sharkey Sharpens at

Short notice

(Oatalog free)

3100 Mass. Ave., Cambridge 244 Washington St., Boston

By Hand

All clothes by LANGROCK are hand-tailored. If you are difficult to fit we offer the "customized-to-measure" individual service.

LANGROCK

120 Tremont Street, Boston

Just because a dinner coat is correct evening wear is no reason why you should have to pay a premium to be well dressed.

Towles' coats are not expensive!

At least ours aren't.

For their hand-tailoring, topnotch fabrics, skill in finishing, in style, they start at $50, for jacket and trousers.

ROGERS PEET COMPANY

Formerly

Maccoll Parker Company

Tenants Street at Brookfield

"Customized to Don or Customized to Measure"

Means to Help
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Publications End Annual Game With Banquet at Club

Forward Passing Combination Of Smith to Touch Wins Game for Newbies

(Continued from page 1)

In a tight game, Dartmouth's Bob Cutler held the upper hand over Smith, 1-0. Steve Schreiber, Technique fullback, started the scoring by running for a touchdown. However, Smith's quarterback, Ben Blum, knew what the rules were in such a situation and went for it. The TD then was nullified, but what was finally called was a 64-yard TD. The Smith team took the lead when they ran down the middle of the field, and Smith then came on top. The Smith team then made a come-back by scoring two touchdowns in the second half. The final score for the second contest was Smith 24, Dartmouth 6.
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Students Invited to Hear Lecture

Professor Bodenstein, Eminent German Chemist, to Talk At Harvard

Professor Max Bodenstein will lecture at Harvard University on the subject "Mechanism of Chemical Reactions" at 8:30 Friday evening in Kneeland Hall. He is one of the outstanding workers in the fields of organic and inorganic chemistry and is the author of a large number of publications. Bodenstein's last book is "Chemical Reactions of Nature," now a standard text. The lecture is sponsored by the Harvard University Chemistry Club and is open to the public. Bodenstein is Director of the Physical Chemistry Institute of the University of Berlin, which is a leader in the field of chemistry in Germany. For the past thirty years he has been actively engaged in research on the mechanism of chemical reactions. His publications have been uniformly received with admiration. Bodenstein is also editor of the Journal of the Physical Chemistry Institute of the University of Berlin.
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NOTICES - ANNOUNCEMENTS

Of General Interest

Faculty Club Luncheon Meeting Mr. Eugene C. Hultman '96
Wednesday, November 20, 12, M. Waller Memorial, First Floor

Mr. Hultman, Fire Commissioner for the City of Boston, will be the speaker at the Faculty Club Luncheon Meeting. The subject of his talk will be "Fire.

CALENDAR

Friday, November 22
4:00-Photographic Society Meeting, Room 1-128
5:00-M. I. V., A., M. Meeting, North Hall, Walker
6:00-Photographic Society Meeting, Drill Room, Walker
7:00-7:00 Club Bond Sale, Walker Gym

Wednesday, November 27
6:30-Alumni Council Dinner Meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker
5:00-Meeting of Premiere Examiners, Committees, Institute Committee Room
Tuesday, November 26
5:00-M. I. V., A., M. Meeting, North Hall, Walker
6:00-Photographic Society Meeting, Drill Room, Walker
7:00-10:00 Club Bond Sale, Walker Gym

Elaborate Working Model of Dam

Largest Power Development in the World

One of New England's largest hydroelectric power developments is now in operation at the Lunenburg, Maine Power Plant. The project was discussed in a recent issue of the American Electric in the article "The Largest Power Development in New England." The project involves the construction of a dam and powerhouse along the Saco River, which forms the boundary between Maine and New Hampshire. The dam is 120 feet high and 800 feet long, and it is expected to supply power to 200,000 houses.

The power station is modelled to a scale of 100 to 1, as well as the plant. The power is delivered through a tunnel 2½ miles in length, and the water is discharged through a 1½-mile-long spillway. One of the most interesting features of the plant is the large dam, which is 14 feet in diameter, and ends in three pellstocks, or pipes, that convey the water to the station. The spillway is designed to handle the complete course of water from the reservoir through the tunnel into the station, where the water is used for generating electricity.

The power station is located on the Deerfield River, which is a tributary of the Saco River. The power plant is owned and operated by the New England Power Company. The station is said to have caught and held, at the point where the water bursts through, 350,000,000,000 gallons of water. The water is then led through the tunnel and station.
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